
The Budget of the Writer and the Budget of the Film

As an aspiring screenwriter you do not have to take into account any budget calculations for your work plan, do you? In
fact, writing itself does not cost that much. All you need is a cheap computer, preferably capable of Internet use, maybe a
printer, and a bunch of papers. 

The only think that can be lacking is ideas, the most expensive component. 
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However, a screenwriter, like everybody, has got to live. Therefore, he is likely to need a job of any kind, at least before
the first script is sold. And on the way to get this done, other financial aspects come into play. 

One can, of course, mentally build up a whole world, like George Lukas, get famous, found a production company, get
oneself a studio, and then produce his own movie all by oneself with all expenses covered by oneself. But, to be realistic,
that is rather unlikely. 

The usual way for a screenwriter who wants to get his script on the screen leads him to an agent or producer. And that
kind of people follows a simple logic: The more unknown the writer, less probable the success of his script. As a result, it
seems better to invest less in a newbie, as the return on this investment is not guaranteed. 

To bring it to the point, there is a disproportional growth between the costs for getting the script on the screen and the
likeliness of an aspiring screenwriter to get this done. Although writing itself costs little more than time and ideas, the
budget of the film is to be kept low if one wants to increase chances to get it on the screen.

Keep your scripts within simple settings, at least at the beginning!

Other factors to be taken care of are the costs of marketing your script, research costs, maybe travelling costs to get in
touch with people, and copyright costs. 
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